16 Days of Activism Against Gender-Based Violence Campaign

November 25 - December 10, 2014

Join the #16Days Campaign #GBVTeachin!

Follow a Teach-in: Here is how you can participate!

Find the topics and organizations of your interest and follow their Twitter handles on the date of their Teach-in.

Retweet, ask questions, or share your thoughts using their Twitter handle (@...) and the hashtags #16Days and #GBVTeachin!

Tuesday, NOVEMBER 25th
@BemeMuthien (Engender (South Africa)) on intersectionalities, transcending Patriarchy, remating Indigenous Equitarians, Political economy and more
@genderhealth (Center for Health and Gender Equity (CHANGE)) on sexual violence in conflict
@GBVNews (Human Rights News) on GBV in Kenya and accountability
@MakeWomenCount (Make Every Woman Count) on women's empowerment through access to information
@SOAWR (Solidarity for African Women's Rights Coalition on the VAW provisions, state obligations in the Maputo Protocol and more

Wednesday, NOVEMBER 26th
@CewlaCenter (Center for Egyptian Women’s Legal Assistance (CEWLA)) on VAW in the private sphere
@CWAWSociety (Cowichan Women Against Violence (CWAWS)) on GBV and IPV, Cowichan community region
@kubatana (Kubatana) on human rights in Zimbabwe
@TheSVRI (Sexual Violence Research Initiative (SVRI)) on primary prevention of sexual and intimate partner violence

Monday, DECEMBER 1st
@GirlsNotBrides (Girls Not Brides) (tentative) on child marriage in situations of conflict
@MADRESpeaks (MADRE) on women's human rights by meeting urgent needs
@mamacash (Mama Cash) on funding and supporting women's rights initiatives
@SAAFIDS (South African AIDS Information and Dissemination Service (SAAFIDS) on effective and ethical development responses to SRHR, HIV and TB
@_WPP (Women Peacemakers Program (WPP)) on militarism, masculinities and violence, and UN SCR 1325 implementation

Wednesday, DECEMBER 3rd
@femlinkpacific (FemLinkPacific) on women, the disabled and the under-served communities in Fiji & UN SCR 1325
@helpage (HelpAge International) on invisibility of issues relating to violence against older women
@SayNO_UNITE (UNWOMEN Say NO UNITE) on VAW and Beijing+20
@together4girls (Together For Girls) on the intersection of health and violence

Friday, DECEMBER 5th
@fatech5 (Feminist Approach to Technology (FAT)) on women’s empowerment through technology
@FRIDAfund (FRIDA-Young Feminist Fund) on funding young women’s activism
@GAPGender (Gender in Agriculture Partnership (GAP)) on gender equity and empowerment women in agriculture
@GBVnet (GBV Prevention Network) on health and violence against women
@NoFGM UK (Hilary Burreage) on FGM and its eradication, especially in western nations

Monday, DECEMBER 8th
@BreaktheCycleDV (Break the Cycle) on dating abuse prevention
@CewlaCenter (Center for Egyptian Women’s Legal Assistance (CEWLA)) on VAW in the private sphere
@MATCHinternational (MATCH International Women’s Fund) on grassroots women’s organizations and the role of innovation in ending GBV
@WFOCAPAZ (Women Film Makers of Zimbabwe) on strengthening gender and related tolerance
@worencapelorg (WOREC) on protection and promotion of women’s human rights in Nepal

Tuesday, DECEMBER 9th
@AmnestyWomenRts (Amnesty International Women’s Rights) on Arms Trade Treaty, SRR, and GBV
@GBVnet (GBV Prevention Network) on health and violence against women
@girlrising (Girl Rising) on girls’ education
@GPPAC (Global Partnership for the Prevention of Armed Conflict) on women’s participation in conflict prevention
@NazraEgypt (Nazra for Feminist Studies) on political/social issues affecting freedom & development
@VAVNet (National Resource Center on Domestic Violence) on domestic violence and intersecting issues
@WLULM (WLULM) on culturally justified violence against women

Wednesday, DECEMBER 10th
@CALAdvocacy (Coalition for African Lesbians) on bodily autonomy and Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity and Expression (SOGIE)
@FemnetProg (FEMNET) on views of men & boys on masculinity and patriarchy
@HuairouConnect (Huairou Commission) on grassroots women’s organizations making public spaces safer for women
@IANSAWomen (IANSA Women’s Network) on women, peace and small arms
@prajnya (Prajnya) on issues of peace, justice and security
@RapeCrisisEndW (Rape Crisis England and Wales) on sexual violence, improvement of services and elimination of sexual violence
@SOAWR (Solidarity for African Women’s Rights Coalition on the VAW provisions, state obligations in the Maputo Protocol and other issues
@WeAct1325 (Women Engaged in Action on 1325 (WE Act 1325))

Entire 16 Days Campaign (November 25th-December 10th)
@TheRedElephant (Red Elephant Foundation) on Domestic Violence and Small Arms, Women and Peacebuilding, Sexual Violence in Conflict, Women Human Rights Defenders, Honour Killings, Sexual Violence in Peaceetime, Gender Equality in General Women, Storytelling and Peacebuilding
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